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ABSTRACT 
Lia Rahmawati. 2019. The Effectiveness of Four Square Writing Method in 
Teaching Writing Descriptive Text at the Seventh Grade of MTs Darul Hikmah 
Menganti in Academic Year 2018/2019. Thesis. English Language Education. 
Cultures and Languages Faculty 
Advisor : Dr. H. Sujito, M.Pd.  
Key Word : Four Square Writing Method, Descriptive Text 
 
Four Square Writing Method is one method offered in teaching writing 
that leads students organize, compose information and concepts, as well as 
promote thinking about relationship among concepts before they start to write. 
The objective of this research is to find out the implementation of Four Square 
Writing Method in Teaching Writing Descriptive Text at the Seventh Grade of 
MTs Darul Hikmah Menganti in Academic Year 2018/2019.  
This research used quantitative research. The research was carried out at 
MTs Darul Hikmah Menganti in Mei 2019. The sample of the research is VII I. 
The research instruments used test to collect the data. In analyzing the data, the 
researcher used SPSS version 23 to analyze the data description and inferential 
data. 
The result of the research lead to the conclusion first, there is significant 
different on students after taught by using Four Square Writing Method. It can be 
proved from the score result of Tobserved is (-5.406) which is higher than Ttable (-
2.056) and the significant of Pvalue in Ttest is 0.000 which is lower than significant 
level 0.05. The mean of the students after taught by using Four Square Writing 
Method (81.44) is higher than students before taught by using Four Square 
Writing Method (72.19). It means that after taught by using Four Square Writing 
Method to the students have better writing ability on descriptive text than before 
taught by FSWM.  
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Background of the Study 
There is no doubt that human cannot be separated from both spoken 
and written language. The evidence can be seen from social life, because 
people cannot live without one another. The role of language is to interact 
with others, for example someone has to write a text, letter, application later 
or something else to convey what they mean. According to (Kim & Kim, 
2005) most students consider that writing is difficult and challenging. It 
means that most students have not a good skill in writing because any factors. 
That is why students need this lesson in order to be a good writer.  
 According to Richards and Renandya (2002:303) the most difficult 
skill for L2 learners to master is writing. Generating and organizing idea are 
not only the difficulties of writing but also in translating these ideas into 
readable text. In fact, that it is difficult, but writing needed to learn second 
language.  According to Nunan (1991:6) the most difficult language skill that 
requires the writer to demonstrate control of several variables once, because it 
involves mastery of grammar, vocabulary and spelling writing is an 
extremely complex cognitive activity is writing. Based on the statement it 
shows that writing is a complex skill. Not only about the grammatical rules 
but also most students find difficulties to express their idea and arranging 
words so it’s can be understandable sentence.   
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Writing is a base of writing skill and also writing is one of the most 
difficult skills to be mastered; there are factors that can cause the problem of 
student’s writing skill, such as; material, media, learning environment and 
technique in teaching writing. William (2003:119) states that teaching writing 
is process to help student understand that writing is a social action and that 
they work inherently is intended for others to read. According to Brown 
(2007:8) teaching is guiding and facilitating learning, enabling, methods, and 
classroom technique. It means that many factors that can help student to learn 
writing skill and to be understand on what they write.  
Writing is needing a process, because it much takes a time to think 
about the topic, bridging the experiences, making outline, setting main idea, 
developing sentences into a good paragraph, until they come to a final version 
of their writing and can be read by the readers. So, that is why Sujito (2019) 
states that writing as one of four skills in learning English is always 
challenging for the language practitioner to discuss mainly concerning with 
the best approach to improve effectively. Tchudi and Yates (1983) state that 
learning to write involves learning to think, and writing is unique in allowing 
students not only to think, but to display the products of their thinking in a 
form that invites further contemplation. It means that writing is does not only 
focus on how to write, but also how to make the brain to think.  
In teaching English, writing has part of the syllabus and writing is not 
easy to teach, because this is one of difficult skill in teaching English. 
According to Sujito (2019), the students have difficult to make good 
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paragraph, they have low vocabulary, knowledge, and use grammar.  Thus, 
teacher should have a good technique or media are used in teaching writing 
process. Based on the syllabus, for seventh grade of junior high school there 
is a material descriptive text and the student have to able write text and have a 
good ability in writing descriptive text. Descriptive text is a first step to be 
master of writing in the next grade. Based on investigation to the seventh 
grade’s students at MTs Darul Hikmah Menganti, the teacher explained that 
teaching writing is not easy. Furthermore, the student gets difficulties on 
writing because there are some factors such as have not enough vocabulary, 
can’t using grammatical correctly, can’t convey their idea to make a 
paragraph and they considered writing was boring and difficult. Beside the 
reason above, the students feel fed up with the technique or method used in 
teaching writing process. Based on the explanation the researcher concludes 
that the students need effective method to help them in learn writing.   
There are many ways to make the students good in writing, and the 
teacher should be creative and innovative to make the learning process 
interesting and enjoyable for students. Moreover, the teacher should find 
something to make it happen. There are many kinds of method that will be 
good if applied in teaching writing. Here the researcher assumes using Four 
Square Writing Method in teaching writing is effective, because this method 
appropriate in teaching basic writing skills that is applicable across grade 
levels and curriculums.  It was published by Judith Gould and Evan Jay 
Gould in 1999.  
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According to Gould and Gould (1992:12) state that many advantages 
for using Four Square Writing Method, they are: (a) teachers helps students to 
organize their ideas use graphic organizer; (b) can help students to write an 
essay effectively, to develop ideas that detail is aligned with the main ideas 
and topic sentence start every paragraph; (c) students can write step by step 
and make their easy writing more organized.  The researcher gives the 
students a step how to apply the Four Square Writing and they should make a 
paragraph with their own word in descriptive text. The steps of Four Square 
Writing Method in teaching writing used four columns, after draw a rectangle 
that consist of four columns and there is a little column in the middle of this 
rectangle. The first column is opening, second and third columns are details 
and the last is closing or summary. Column in the middle of four columns is 
to write the topic or title.   Agustiana (2017:90) Four Square Writing Method 
can be applied in every kinds of text, such as narrative, descriptive, and 
argumentative. That is why the researcher assumes that this method 
appropriate in teaching writing.   
In this research the researcher wants to know to test the effectiveness 
of using Four Square Writing Method by using pre-experimental research 
design. The place of the research, the research was at MTs Darul Hikmah 
Menganti with seventh grade students as the research population. MTs Darul 
Hikmah Menganti is a junior high school in district Kedung Jepara and 
curriculum 2013 has implemented.  By using descriptive text as a material for 
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teaching writing, the students will be more interest and easy to study, because 
they can express their idea and write down to make a paragraph.  
Based on this explanation the researcher giving entitled “The 
Effectiveness of Four Square Writing Method in Teaching Writing 
Descriptive Text at the Seventh Grade of MTs Darul Hikmah Menganti in 
Academic Year 2018/2019”  
 
B. Identification of the Problem 
From the background of the study above, there are some problem in teaching 
and learning writing descriptive text. The problems are: 
1. Students have low motivation in learning English 
2. Student cannot find the words that they want to complete the sentence 
3.  Students understand the sentence but they cannot arrange it well  
4. Students cannot convey their idea to make a good paragraph. 
5. The method used by the teacher does not make the students active in the 
class.  
C. Limitation of the problem 
This research is to identify whether the foursquare method is effective to 
teach writing descriptive text or not. The researcher used pre-experimental 
research as research design and use Four Square Writing Method as a 
technique in teaching writing. Both were applied to descriptive writing skill 
for the seventh grade of MTs Darul Hikmah Menganti in Academic Year 
2018/2019.  
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D. Problem Statement 
Based on the background of the study, the researcher formulates the problem, 
“Is there significant difference on students’ writing before and after being 
taught by using Four Square Writing Method in teaching writing descriptive 
text at the seventh grade of MTs S Darul Hikmah Menganti in academic year 
2018/2019?” 
E. The Objective of the Study 
The object of the study is to find out the significant difference on students’ 
writing before and after being taught by using Four Square Writing Method 
in teaching writing descriptive text at the seventh grade of MTs S Darul 
Hikmah Menganti in academic year 2018/2019?”.  
F. Benefit of the Study 
The result of this research is expected to give some significant 
contribution for students. The students are able to make a good paragraph 
especially on descriptive text. It is very helpful for them, easily to describe a 
thing with their own feeling. Moreover, the result of this research hopefully 
can provide information for English teacher to teach writing and make sure 
that the students have a good on writing, particularly in descriptive text. In 
addition for language researcher, this research hopefully can inspire other 
researcher to do research concerned with similar themes.  
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G. Definition of key terms  
1. Writing  
Cohen and Riel (1989:15) Writing has definition as a communicative act, 
a way of sharing information, observation, thoughts or ideas with 
ourselves and others. It shows that writing is one of the important things 
in social life.  
2. Descriptive Text 
Ellis et, al. (1989) Descriptive text is considered as the simplest and 
easiest writing from compared to narrative, recount, or procedure, 
particularly for the beginning writers. It means that descriptive text is the 
first step to start and be the first concern. 
3. Four Square Writing Method 
Robinson, Katayama, Beth, Odom, Hsieh & Vandersen (2006) Four 
Square Writing Method is one method offered in teaching writing that 
leads students organize, compose information and concepts, as well as 
promote thinking about relationship among concepts before they start to 
write. The writer assumes that this method can make the students more 
creative and active in expressing their idea.  
4. Effectiveness  
Dean Schillinger (2010:17) Effectiveness refers to the intervention’s 
ability to do more good than harm for the target population in a real world 
setting. 
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5. Experimental Research  
Hasan Shadily (1984:898) Experiment is a trial to prove fidelity of 
hypothesis or to get stability of something that still confuse based on the 
method.  
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
A. Theoretical Description 
1. Review on Writing  
a. The Definition of Writing 
Learning English has four language skills that should be 
mastered, especially writing skill. By writing students can express 
their feeling and create anything that they cannot express orally. 
Sokolik in Nunan (2015:78) state that writing is a manual to paper 
or a computer screen by manipulating a pencil, pen, or keys on a 
keyboard to express the ideas in order to create a piece of written 
work (essay, recipe, repost, etc.). Besides, Harris (1996:9) says that 
writing and speaking are the encoding processes one or the other 
form of language whereby people communicate their ideas, thought, 
or feelings through. It means that not only spoken form but also 
written form can be the communication tools.  
Writing is a skill which must be taught and practiced (Patel 
and Jain 2008:125). For some students writing is difficult. The 
students are afraid when the writing time begin, they don’t know 
what will they do, they has no words in their mind because they 
don’t have enough vocabularies. They also feel difficult to get idea. 
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To acquire writing ability the students should practice it and they 
will have some experiences in writing.  
In addition, writing is complex skill by copying familiar 
words and phrase to develop an awareness of text structure, genres, 
and the process of drafting, editing, and writing for an audience all 
of this is the progress of writing (Pinter, 2009:74).  
Based on the explanation above, we can conclude that 
writing is expressing and create something in written form. It can be 
communication tool with other, because communication is not only 
spoken form but also written form can be the way to interact, 
express the idea. On the other hand, writing is a complex skill 
which has progress of writing that seen above.  
 
b. The Process of Writing 
Some expert has a different statement of writing process. A 
way of looking at what the people do when they compose written 
text is the process of writing according to Harmer (2004:12). There 
are five stages of writing process (Linse, 2005:102) the process are:  
1) Prewriting 
Pre-writing is an activity in the classroom to stimulates students 
thought for getting started to write. This activity supposed to 
move students away from having faced a blank page toward 
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generating tentative ideas and gathering information for writing.  
At this stage have several activities provide the learning 
experiences for the students, these are: group brainstorming, 
clustering, rapid free writing, wh-question. 
2) Drafting  
At the drafting stage, by focusing on the fluency of writing and 
are not preoccupied with grammatical accuracy or the neatness 
of the draft. The first start is made, the writing task is simplified 
as the writers let go and disappear into the act of writing. 
3) Revise 
By given feedback in the responding stage the students review 
their text on the basis, reexamine what was written by them to 
see how effectively they have communicated their meaning to 
the reader.  
4) Edit 
Learners (with the help of their teachers, caregivers, or 
classmate) proofread their work to make sure that there are not 
any content errors and grammatical or spelling errors.  
5) Publish 
The writing piece is rewrite in a student-made book, on special 
paper, and/or on computer and it will be displayed or shared.  
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From the explanation above, can conclude that in writing 
there are five stages; pre-writing (first stage to start to write), 
drafting (writing keywords), revise (checking the content), edit 
(checking the composition), and publish (display the work) 
 
c. The Purpose of Writing 
The purpose of writing it is helpful to keep in mind some of 
the many uses we are likely to make of writing (Byrne, 1997:2). 
Some of people use writing to make a note of something, for 
example shopping list, diaries, etc., meanwhile, the other purposes 
of writing are state by McMahan, et al. (1996:8) mentions the 
purposes of writing as follows: 
1) To express the writers’ feeling 
As in a diary or love letter the writer wants to express his 
feeling and though the written form. So, it called as expressive 
writing 
2) To entertain the readers 
The writer intends to entertain the reader though written form, 
and usually uses authentic material. It is what is so called as 
literary writing. 
3) To inform the readers 
It is kind of informative writing and it is used to give 
information or explain something to the reader.   
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4) To persuade the readers 
It is also called as persuasive writing, because the writer wants 
to persuade or convince the readers about his opinion or 
concept or idea.  
 
Additionally, the purpose of writing is also explained by 
Granville (2001:1) state writing’s purposes are the following things: 
entertain, inform and persuade the readers. 
 
d. Teaching Writing 
English has four skills (listening, speaking, reading, 
writing) and one of these is writing that has some important roles in 
human life, and writing has always formed part of the syllabus in 
teaching of English. Teaching of writing is giving the knowledge or 
information, guiding, and conveying to the students about how to 
write well and how produce good writing.  
1) The Reason of Teaching Writing 
Teaching writing has many reasons. According to Harmer 
(1998:79) the reasons for teaching writing include four reasons 
to students of English as a foreign language.  
a) Reinforcement  
There is a difference of getting languages, some students 
more easily acquire languages in oral way but most of them 
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from seeing language written down. The students more 
understand when they see the visual demonstration of 
language construction, because it is invaluable for both our 
understanding of how all fits together and as aid committing 
the new language to memory. Furthermore, the students will 
find and use it to write sentences after they have studied it.  
b) Language development 
Learners very helped by actual process of writing because 
mental activity that they have to go through in order to 
construct proper written texts is all part of the long learning 
experiences.   
c) Learning style 
Every student are not same, they have different 
characteristic. By looking and listening some students quick 
at picking up language. It is invaluable for many learners, 
time to think things through, to produce language in slower 
way. Learners who take longer time at picking up language, 
writing is appropriate for it.  
d) Writing as a skill  
The basic language skill is writing, just as important as 
listening, speaking, and reading. Indeed, students need to 
know how write a letters, how to put written reports 
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together, etc., and for written conversation they need to 
know also.  
Based on the explanation above, there are four reasons of 
teaching writing. The students understand more understand by 
seeing visual demonstration than language written down, language 
development, looking and listening some students because every 
students are not same they have a different style in learning, and 
the last is students need to know that writing is a basic skill that 
they must be learn it.  
2) Types of Classroom Writing Performance 
Brown (2003:343) states that there are five major categories of 
classroom writing performance, they are: 
a) Imitative, or writing down 
Students will simply “write down” English letters, word, 
possibly sentences in order to learn the conversation of 
orthographic code.  It is at the beginning level of learning 
write. 
b) Intensive, or controlled 
Written grammar exercise, this typically appears in 
controlled. Present a paragraph to students in which they 
have to after given structure throughout is the common form 
of controlled writing.  
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c) Self-writing 
Self-writing means that writing with only the self in mind as 
the audience. Diary or journal writing belongs to this 
category which the students record thoughts, feelings, and 
reactions and which an instructor reads and responds.  
d) Display writing 
For all language students, short answer exercise, essay 
examinations, and even research reports will involve an 
element of display.  
e) Real writing 
There are three categories in real writing; they are academic, 
vocational/technical, and personal.  
Based on the explanation above, we can conclude that there 
are many types of writing performance. They are imitative writing, 
intensive writing, self-writing, display writing and personal 
writing. 
3) The Role of Teacher in Teaching Writing 
According to Harmer (2002:262), in teaching learning process 
of writing teachers have important role of it, that are important 
are as follow: 
a) Motivator  
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Teacher must motivate the students, creating ideas, 
persuading them, and encouraging them to make as much 
effort on our part for longer process-writing sequences 
b) Resource  
The teachers should be ready to supply information and 
language where necessary when the students get the 
difficulties. 
c) Feedback Provider 
In this role teacher should respond positively and 
encouragingly to the content of what students have written.  
Based on the explanation, it means that the teacher has a big 
impact for students in teaching writing and has roles that are: 
motivator, resource, and feedback provider.  
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e. The Scoring of Writing 
The following is analytic scale for measuring students’ writing, 
which adapted from Brown (2004:244) 
Table 2.1 
Analytic scale for rating composition task (Brown & Bailey) 
 
Component Score Criteria 
Organization 
-introduction 
- body 
-conclusion 
Excellent to 
very good 
18-20 
Appropriate title, effective 
introductory paragraph, topic is 
state, leads o body: transitional 
expressions used: arrangement of 
material shows plan (could be 
outlined by reader); supporting 
evidence given for generalization; 
conclusion logical and complete. 
Good to 
adequate 
15-17 
Adequate title, introduction, and 
conclusion; body of essay is 
acceptable, but some evidence may 
be lacking, some idea aren’t fully 
developed; sequence is logical but 
transitional expressions may be 
absent or misused. 
 
Adequate to 
fair 
12-14 
Mediocre or scant introduction or 
conclusion; problem with the order 
of ideas in body; the 
generalizations may not be fully 
supported by the evidence given; 
problem of organization interfere. 
Unacceptable 
–not 
6-11 
Shaky or minimally recognizable 
introduction; organization can 
barely be seen; severe problems 
with ordering of ideas; lack of 
supporting evidence; conclusion 
weak or illogical; inadequate effort 
at organization. 
College-level 
work 
Absence of introduction or 
conclusion; no apparent 
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1-5 organization of body; severe lack of 
supporting evidence; writer has not 
made any effort to organize the 
composition (could not be outlined 
by reader) 
Logical 
Development 
of ideas: 
Content 
Excellent to 
very good 
18-20 
Essay addressed the assigned topic; 
the ideas are concrete and 
thoroughly developed; no 
extraneous material; essay reflects 
thought. 
Good to 
adequate 
15-17 
Essay addressed the issue but 
misses some points; ideas could be 
more fully developed; some 
extraneous material is present. 
Adequate to 
fair 
12-14 
Development of ideas not complete 
or essay is somewhat off the topic; 
paragraphs aren’t divided exactly 
right. 
Unacceptable 
–not 
6-11 
Ideas incomplete; essay does not 
reflect careful thinking or was 
hurriedly written; inadequate effort 
in area of content. 
College-level 
work 
1-5 
Essay is completely inadequate and 
does not reflect college-level work; 
no apparent effort to consider the 
topic carefully. 
Grammar Excellent to 
very good 
18-20 
Native-like fluency in English 
grammar; correct use of relative 
clause, prepositions, modals, 
articles, verb forms, and tense 
sequencing; no fragments or run-on 
sentences 
Good to 
adequate 
15-17 
Advanced proficiency in English 
grammar; some grammar problems 
don’t influence communication, 
although the reader is aware of 
them; no fragments or run on 
sentence. 
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Adequate to 
fair 
12-14 
Ideas are getting through to the 
reader, but grammar problems are 
apparent and have a negative effect 
on communication; run-on 
sentences or fragment present 
Unacceptable 
–not 
6-11 
Numerous serious grammar 
problems interfere with 
communication of the writer’s 
ideas; grammar review of some 
areas clearly needed; difficult to 
read sentence. 
College-level 
work 
1-5 
Severe grammar problems interfere 
greatly with the message; reader 
can’t understand what the writer 
was trying to say; unintelligible 
sentence structure. 
Punctuations, 
spelling, and 
mechanic 
Excellent to 
very good 
18-20 
Correct use of English writing 
conventions; left and right margins, 
all needed capitals, paragraphs 
indented, punctuation and spelling; 
very neat. 
Good to 
adequate 
15-17 
Some problems with writing 
conventions or punctuation; 
occasional spelling errors; left 
margin correct; paper is neat and 
legible. 
Adequate to 
fair 
12-14 
Uses general writing conventions 
but has errors; spelling problems 
distract reader; punctuation errors 
interfere with ideas. 
Unacceptable 
–not 
6-11 
Serious problems with format of 
paper; part of essay not legible; 
errors in sentence punctuation and 
final punctuation; unacceptable to 
educated readers. 
College-level 
work 
1-5 
Complete disregard for English 
writing conventions; paper 
illegible; obvious capitals missing, 
no margins, and severe spelling 
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problem. 
Style and 
quality of 
expression 
Excellent to 
very good 
18-20 
Precise vocabulary usage; use of 
parallel structures concise; register 
good. 
Good to 
adequate 
15-17 
Attempts variety; good vocabulary; 
not wordy; register OK; style fairly 
concise. 
Adequate to 
fair 
12-14 
Some vocabulary misused; lack 
awareness of register; may be too 
wordy. 
Unacceptable 
–not 
6-11 
Poor expression of ideas; problems 
in vocabulary; lack variety of 
structure 
College-level 
work 
1-5 
Inappropriate use of vocabulary; no 
concept of register or sentence 
variety. 
From the explanation above the researcher conclude that the total 
of the data above is 100 which described in following table: 
Table 2.2 
Total Scoring 
No Component Score 
1. Organization 20 
2. Content 20 
3. Punctuation 20 
4. Grammar 20 
5. Style 20 
Total 100 
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2. Review on Descriptive Text  
a. Definition of Descriptive Text 
There are many types of text Pardiyono (2007:2-3) 
classifies the text into eleven types, they are; description, recount, 
narration, procedure, explanation, discussion, exposition, news 
item, information report, anecdote, and review. in this research the 
text will be focused on the descriptive text. 
Description is a type written text which has the specific 
function to give information about object (human or non-human) 
(Pardiyono, 2007:33-34). Moreover, Emilia (2011:82) has an 
opinion that descriptive text are a text which is used to describe a 
particular person, place or thing or something in writer’s mind. The 
same opinion from Siahaan (2008:89) states description is a written 
English text in which the writer describes an object. Based on this 
opinion an object can be a concrete or abstract object.  
b. Generic Structure of Descriptive Text 
Descriptive text has a structure a shape or a pattern 
(Pardiyono, 2007:33-34). They are; (1) Identification, and (2) 
Description. In addition, Feez and Joyce (1998:120), say that the 
information in the Description stage can be grouped into two 
sections; (1) From the most important to the least important, and 
(2) From the most general to the most specific and detailed. The 
following table is about generic structure of Descriptive Text.  
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Table 2.3 
The Schematic structure of a description 
Schematic Structure  Function 
Title: 
Identification  Introduction that introduces/ classifies 
something or someone introduce the 
topic. This stage can also give some 
general identifying information e.g., a 
general category and show what 
aspects of the thing will be described.  
Description  Give detailed description about 
something or someone.  
(From Feez and Joyce, 1998:129; Martin and Rose, 2008; 143) 
 
c. Language Features of Descriptive Text 
According to Martin and Rose (2008: 143) descriptive text has the 
following language feature: 
1) Use specific participants, like Goanna, or other participants, 
like “my friend”, “my cat”, etc.  
2) Use present tense, as in: Jessica Alba is really a beautiful 
movie star, She meets all the requirements. 
3) Use relational processes to describe the characteristics of a 
thing or people described. 
4) Use a lot adjective, as in: her sexy, slim body supported by her 
long-legged feet.  
5) Use linking Verb (Is, are, has, have, belong to) 
6) Use formal and objective language style.  
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d. The Example of Descriptive Text  
Table 2.4 
The Example of Descriptive Text 
 
  
Vitun is one of the most interesting 
people that I have ever met, R’Lian has 
ever said. 
Identificatio
n  
He is medium height, with short black 
hair. He is in his early thirties now. 
With his great sense of humor, he can 
turn boring situation into very fun. He is 
always neat in wearing clothes. Bright 
colors are his favorite. He always looks 
very attractive something bright. 
He is always very energetic and well 
known as a type of a romantic young 
man. In addition, he is imaginative, 
hardworking and also very easy going. 
No wonder, he has a lot of friends.  
Description  
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3. Review on Four Square Writing Method  
a. Definition of Four Square Writing Method 
Gould (1990) states, Four Square Writing Method is a 
method that can be applicable across grade levels and curriculum 
areas because this is the teaching basic writing skill and can be 
applied in every kinds of text, such as narrative, persuasive, 
descriptive and expository form writing. Learning English need an 
effective method in order to make the teaching learning runs well. 
Four Square Writing Method is a simplified graphic organizer for 
teaching writing to children, by allowing students to use their own 
thinking and then reflect, revise and re-organize their knowledge 
strategies (Lester, 2007).  
According to Robinson (2006) Four Square Writing 
Method is one method that leads students organize, compose 
information and concepts about relationship among concepts 
before they start to write. It helps students to write because this 
writing method using visual and kinesthetic tools to assists students 
to focus on their writing in the form of a graphic organizer 
consisting of four outside squares (Gould & Gould, 1999). In 
addition, students are able to compose written product logically, 
coherent and relevant which meets the needs criteria of a goof 
writing that are the aims based on Agustiana (2017 : 90).  
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b. The Procedure of Four Square Writing Method 
According to Gould (1999) Four Square Writing Method is 
primarily a visual framework for assisting students with 
formulating ideas in an organized manner  prior to writing an 
essays in which it works as follows: 
1) A rectangle is drawn, width exceeding height, and divided into 
four smaller rectangles of equal size. A total of created is five 
rectangles, an additional rectangle is drawn in the center of the 
figure and around the area have four rectangle. 
   
Figure 2.1. Concept of Four Square Writing Method 
2) Write complete topic sentences in the center rectangle.  
3) Then write sentences in the lower-left, upper-left, and upper-
right rectangles that develop the thesis of the central topic. 
4) Finally, write a summary sentence in the lower-right rectangle. 
The summary sentences are the description of how the reader is 
intended to feel about the topic.  
OPENING 
SUPPORTIVE 
SENTENCE  
SUPPORTIVE 
SENTENCE  
 
SUMMARY 
SENTENCE  
 
SUPPORTIVE 
SENTENCE 
TOPIC 
SENTENCE 
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Based on theory, the researcher conducted the 
implementation of Four Square Writing Method. First, the students 
choose the topic that given by the researcher. Then the students 
group ideas and word. Second, the students give clue in each box 
of four-square and they will descript it. The students have to 
complete three boxes with their clue. Third is placing a sentence or 
title in the centre of four-square boxes. The students have to 
write/sentence of their description, and then they need to write a 
felling sentence in fourth box as closing.  
c. Advantages of Four Square Writing Method 
According to Ilmiah(2017: 87) there are many advantages of using 
Four Square Writing Method, they are: 
1) It helps organize though/plans before writing 
2) It can be applied for many kind of text, such as; expository, 
descriptive, persuasive, and narrative forms  
3) Visual and kinesthetic aid to help students focus writing, 
provide detail, and enhance word choice 
4) It can be modified to meet students’ needs.  
The researcher believes that using Four Square Writing 
Method can help the students in making paragraph. This method 
uses graphic organizer so the students become interested and 
correct in arranging the concept writing.  
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B. Related Previous Study 
To conduct this research, the researcher has some related previous 
studies as follows: 
The first is a research entitled “THE EFFECTIVENESS OF 
OUTDOOR LEARNING ON STUDENTS’ ACHIEVMENT IN 
WRITING DESCRIPTIVE TEXT AT THE TENTH GRADE 
STUDENTS OF MA MA’ARIF BALONG PONOROGO by Raqib Triana 
Nurcahyani, a student of Faculty of Education, STAIN Ponorogo 
University”. The purpose of the research is to know the effect of using 
outdoor learning to improve students’ achievement in writing descriptive 
text at MA Ma’arif Balong Ponorogo. This research refers to an 
experimental study, the samples were 20 students of XB class, the 
researcher determined one group because the population was relatively 
small that was taught using outdoor learning. The finding showed that 
there is different mean score of pre-test and post-test. The mean of pre-test 
before using outdoor learning was 75,9 and the mean of post-test after 
using outdoor learning was 81,2 it means that Ho was rejected and Ha was 
accepted. Based on the previous study we can conclude that outdoor 
learning has effect in students’ writing skill on descriptive text at the tenth 
MA Ma’arif Balong Ponorogo. Therefore, outdoor learning can be 
considered to be an alternative media in teaching writing.  
The second is a research entitled “IMPROVING THE 
STUDENTS’ ABILITY TO WRITE DESCRIPTIVE TEXT THROUGH 
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FOUR SQUARE WRITING METHOD by Ilmiah, Supardin, Latief, H. & 
Basri, M.D. the researcher of Teacher Training and Education Faculty, 
Muhammadiyah University of Makassar”.  This research used Classroom 
Action Research , it conducted in two cycles and the subject is 28 students 
of second year of SMPN 26 Makassar. The findings showed that the 
students’ ability to write descriptive text in cycle 1 have not reached the 
students main score were 66,52 in the cycle 2 the students’ mean score 
were 75,26. Therefore, Four Square Writing Method can be applied as one 
of the alternative ways in teaching writing especially in teaching 
descriptive text.  
The third is a research entitled “IMPROVING STUDENTS’ 
WRITING SKILL BY USING FOUR SQUARE WRITING METHOD 
(FSWM) by Endang Sri Lestari, Handoko Pudjobroto, and Dwi sri 
wahyuni, English Education Study Program, Sebelas Maret University”. 
The purpose of the research is to find out whether or not Fou Square 
Writing Method (FSWM) improves the students’ writing skill in narrative 
text and to describe what happens when Four Square Writing Method is 
implemented in writing class. The data were used in the research is 
qualitative which were analyzed with assembling the data, coding the data, 
comparing the data, building interpretation and reporting outcomes and 
quantitative which analyzed with descriptive statistic to finds the means 
score only. The result of the research shows that FSWM can be used to 
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improve students’ writing skill in narrative text and the situation of 
English class more active and conducive.  
The fourth is a research entitled “FOUR SQUARE WRITING 
METHOD APPLIED IN PRODUCT AND PROCESS BASED 
APPROACHES COMBINATION TO TEACHING WRITING 
DISCUSSION TEXT 2017, International Journal by Vina Agustiana, 
Faculty of Teachers Training and Education, University of Kuningan, 
Indonesia”. The purpose of the research is to examine the influence of 
applying FSWM in combination of product and process based approaches 
to teaching writing discussion texts toward students’ writing skill, the 
teaching-learning writing process and the students’ attitude toward the 
implementation of the writing method. In the research there are three kinds 
of instrument used, namely test (pre and post-test), field notes and 
questionnaires. The result of the study shows that the writing method is 
effective in improving students’ writing skill since level off significant 
(two-tailed) is less than alpha (0.000<0.05) by using paired t-test and the 
result of questionnaire, the students show highly positive attitude toward 
the treatment since mean score is 4.32.  
From the previous study above, it can be seen that there some 
similarities and differences with this study that will be conducted by the 
researcher. In this study the researcher has two variables that can be seen 
in the previous study, those are Four Square Writing Method and 
Descriptive Text.  
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C. Rationale  
There are two variables in this study, they are “Four Square 
Writing Method” as independent variable and “writing descriptive text” as 
dependent variable. This research focused on experimental research 
because the researcher intends to know how four square writing method is 
effective to teach student’s writing descriptive text for the seventh grade of 
MTs Darul Hikmah Menganti. Based on interview to English teacher the 
students poor of writing skill. The researcher need the method to teach 
students’ writing descriptive text increased.  
Four Square Writing Method have many advantages in learning 
teaching, can be seen from previously. This method can helps students to 
organize making a plan before writing, make them more focus on writing. 
This media has a good way to make a good writing, students easier to 
write and explore their ideas. 
Therefore, using FSWM to descriptive text in learning teaching 
writing can be applied. Writing is one of the basic skills of English and has 
to master by the students. Writing is a written language form to 
communicate with other beside spoken form. But, some students have 
difficulties on writing and there are many factors cause it. Using 
appropriate method especially Four Square Writing Method to teach 
writing make students easier and more focus on what they write and 
understand how to write in good order. It is the great way for teacher to 
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achieve success with their students in learning teaching writing descriptive 
text. 
Thus, it is suitable with purpose of this strategy is allow students to 
use their own thinking to write. The students increased their writing skill 
in descriptive text with the Four Square Writing Method.  
D. Research Hypothesis  
Hypothesis that used here are: Zero hypothesis (Ho), it called 
Negative hypothesis which there is not any significant effect of the object 
of the research. Alternative hypothesis (Ha), it called positive hypothesis 
which there is any significant effect of the object of the research. The 
following is the criteria of the test of hypothesis: 
Ha: There is significant difference on students’ writing before and after 
being taught by using Four Square Writing Method in teaching writing 
descriptive text at the seventh grade of MTs S Darul Hikmah Menganti in 
academic year 2018/2019. 
Ho: There is no significant difference on students’ writing before and after 
being taught by using Four Square Writing Method in teaching writing 
descriptive text at the seventh grade of MTs S Darul Hikmah Menganti in 
academic year 2018/2019. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
A. Research Design  
Qualitative and quantitative are the kind of research design. This 
research is quantitative research. Emphasizes precisely measuring variables 
and testing hypothesis that are linked to general casual explanation, it is the 
definition of quantitative research (Laurence, 1991:122). It means that 
quantitative research based on the measurement of quantity. According to 
Sugiyono (2010:107) Quantitative research consists of two kinds, they are 
experimental (true experimental, quasi experimental, and pre experimental) 
and no experimental (descriptive, survey, expost facto, comparative and 
correlation). This research will be conducted in a pre-experimental research 
design with one group Pretest – posttest design. A pre-test provides a measure 
on some attribute or characteristic which assessed in an experiment before 
giving a treatment, while post-test measure on some attribute or characteristics 
which assessed after a treatment.  
There are two variables in this research, Four Square Writing Method 
As independent variable and teaching writing descriptive text as dependent 
variable. According to Latief (2014:96) says that pre experimental design is 
conducted without a control group. In this research the researcher gives a pre-
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test  before the experimental treatment, after the treatment is finish the post 
test is administered to see the achievement.  
According to John W. Creswell (2009:160), the desigh of the research 
as below: 
 
  Figure 3.1 Experimental Research  
O1  = Pre Test 
X  = Treatment 
O2  = Post Test 
The procedures of pre-experimental research that used on group pre-
test and post-test design in this study are described: 
1. Administering pre-test (O1) with aim to measure students’ 
achievement in writing descriptive text before applying 
treatment. 
2. Applying experimental treatment writing descriptive text by 
using Four Square Writing Method (X). 
3. Administering post-test (O2) with aim to measure students’ 
achievement in writing descriptive text after applying 
treatment.  
 
O1   X O2 
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B. Setting of the Study  
1. Place of the Study 
The setting of the research is MTs Darul Hikmah Menganti. It is 
located in Jl. Bugel Jepara, KM 7 Menganti. MTs Darul Hikmah 
Menganti uses Kurikulum 2013 curriculum as the basic teaching and 
learning processes. The school has three grades; it is seventh grade, 
eighth grade and ninth grade. This school has sixth classes of the 
seventh grade.  
2. Time of the study  
This research was carried out in the second semester of 2018/2019 
academic year. The time of this study is displayed below: 
Table 3.2 Research Schedule 
NO. Agenda Month 
Feb  Mar Apr  Mei  Jun  July  Aug  
1.  Pre-
Observation  
       
2. Proposal draft 
and 
consultation  
       
3. Proposal draft 
seminar 
       
4. Pre-Test, 
Treatment, 
Post-Test 
       
5. Analyzing the 
data 
       
6. Munaqosyah         
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C. The Population, Sample, and Sampling 
1. Population 
Population is a group of elements or cases, wether individuals, 
object, or events that conform to specific criteria and intend to 
generalize the result of the research (McMillan and Schumacher, 
2001:169). Beside that according to Suharsimi (2013:174) population 
that have been formulated clearly as the whole groups of people or 
object. The target of the population of this research is the seventh 
grade students of MTs Darul Hikmah Menganti in academic year 
2018/2019. The total population is 187 students which are divided into 
sixth classes, VII I, VII II, VII III, VII IV, VII V, VII VI.    
2. Sample  
According to Ary et. Al (2010:148) a portion of a population 
was the definition of sample. The researcher determined one class as 
the sample it is VII I class as experiment group consist of 27 students.  
3. Sampling  
In this research the researcher used simple random sampling 
that gives same chance for all seventh class to select as a sample. 
Based on Sugiyono (2016:118) states that sampling is a technique used 
by the researcher to take or determine samples in research. The step of 
choosing the sample as follows:  
a. First, cut the paper into six pieces. 
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b. Second, wrote all the name of seventh grade class in each piece of 
paper 
c. Third, rolled the piece of paper and put together in hand 
d. Fourth, shook and let them fell down  
e. Fifth, choose randomly one of them  
f. The last is open the rolled of paper. The class written and chosen 
became the sample.   
D. Technique of Collecting Data 
Technique of collecting data is the way to collect data by the 
researcher. The technique of data will provide some steps which are used 
in the process of collecting data. The technique in this research is test. 
a. Test  
The research used test to collect data. The test can help the teachers 
to learn more about the students’ need and progress about the effectiveness 
of their teaching. According to Brown (2001: 3) a test in simple term is to 
measure a persons’ ability, knowledge or performance in given a domain. 
There are two tests of this research pre-test and post test. Pre-test 
was given by the researcher to measure the students’ writing descriptive 
text before taught using FSWM. Moreover, Post-test was given by the 
researcher after given treatment by using FSWM. Test applied in this 
research in order to know the significant difference on students’ writing by 
using Four Square Writing Method in teaching writing descriptive text at 
the seventh students of MTs Darul Hikmah Menganti. Test used to get 
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scores of the data from students, to know the significant difference 
between students before and after taught by Four Square Writing Method.   
E. Technique of Analyzing Data 
The researcher used SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences)23 
to analyze the obtained data. There are three kinds of data they are; data 
description, pre-requisite analysis, and hypothesis test.  
1. Data Description 
The data description was used to analyze the data using frequency 
distribution: mean, median, mode, and standard deviation. The formula 
of mean, median, mode and standard deviation is as follows: SPSS 
Instructions for Descriptive Statistic and Univariate Graphs (Scorr A. 
Baldwin & Anjar Berkeljon, 2010). 
a. Turn on SPSS 23 program for windows.  
 
b. Click the variable view and define each column, fill column name 
“PRE and POST” and column Label fill “PRE TEST and POST 
TEST” 
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c. Click data view, and fill the data score of pre and post test.  
 
 
After filling variable view and data view in SPSS the 
researcher finding Mean, Median, Standard Deviation, and Range.  
1) Mean, Median, Standard Deviation, and Range the researcher uses 
the “explore” function to analyse menu.  
a) Click Analyze >>Descriptive Statistic >> Explore 
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b) Move the items into dependent box, select statistic then click OK 
 
c) The result is below 
 
 
2) Mode 
To know the mode of the data the researcher uses the frequencies 
function in the Analyze menu  
a) Click analyze >> descriptive statistic>> frequencies >> OK 
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b) And the result is below 
 
2. Pre-requisite Analysis 
Examine the normality of the data should be done before determine the 
statistical analysis technique used.  
a. Normality  
Normality is used to test the sample from the population to be 
analyzed whether students’ scores have normal distribution or not. 
To find out the normality of the sample in this research the 
researcher used Kolmogorov Smirnov (KS-Z) formula through 
SPSS 23 program for windows. The steps as follows:  
1) Turn on SPSS 23 program for windows.  
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2) Click the variable view and define each column, fill column 
name “PRE and POST” and column Label fill “PRE TEST and 
POST TEST” 
 
3) Click data view, and fill the data score of pre and post test.  
 
 
4) Click analyze>> descriptive statistic >> explore 
 
5) Move the item into dependent box, select plot then click plot >> 
select normality plots with test >> continue >> OK 
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6) The result is below 
 
 
3. Hypothesis Test 
Sugiyono (2011:159) states that hypothesis is as provisional 
answer to problem statement of research. To know Four Square 
Writing Method has significant difference or not in teaching 
writing descriptive text, the researcher uses Paired Samples Test in 
SPSS. There are conditions as follow:  
If significant value (2-tailed) < 0.05, so, there is a significant 
different between pre test and post test score. 
If significant value (2-tailed) > 0.05, so, there is no significant 
different between pre test and post test score.  
The researcher used SPSS to measure the data.  
a. Click on analyze >> Compare means >> Paired samples T-test 
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b. Move item into variable >> click OK 
 
c. The result is below 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION 
 
A. Research Finding 
This section discusses the result of the research about the 
effectiveness of Four Square Writing Method in teaching writing 
descriptive text at the seventh grade of MTs Darul Hikmah 
Menganti academic year 2018/2019. The purpose of the research is 
to find out the Four Square Writing Method is effective or not in 
teaching writing descriptive text.  
In this research, there was one class as a sample. It was VII 
I class as the experimental research consisting of 27 students. In 
this research, the researcher gave a post-test first. After that, the 
researcher gave a treatment and the last the researcher gave a post-
test to know the result of the treatment. The score of pre-test and 
post-test were compared by using T-test. The data description can 
be seen as follows: 
1. Data Description 
a. Data on the Students Before Taught by Four Square 
Writing Method (Pre-Test) 
The score was taken from pre-test before applied 
treatment. The researcher taught the students with the lecture 
method and conducted for 1 hour and 30 minutes. Students had 
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to make a paragraph of descriptive text and choose one of the 
topic served by the researcher. From the pre-test obtained the 
score as follow 
Table 4.1 
Students Pre-Test Score 
No Name Total 
1 ARP 65 
2 ALR 74 
3 AFL 72 
4 ARN 69 
5 ANI 72 
6 CHM 80 
7 EZZ 79 
8 GNM 74 
9 HN 80 
10 IF 75 
11 L 72 
12 PR 69 
13 MARS 79 
14 MBAC 75 
15 MTS 69 
16 N 65 
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17 NN 65 
18 RAK 66 
19 SAY 65 
20 SF 69 
21 WW 70 
22 YSF 74 
23 YW 70 
24 ZAR 77 
25 ZA 69 
26 SA 85 
27 FKM 70 
 
1) Pre-Test Score Before Taught by Four Square Writing 
Method 
The data presented are the result of Pre-test score. It 
concluded the mean, median, standard deviation and range. The 
description of the data was described as follow: 
Descriptive analysis of Pre-test data showed that the lowest 
score was 65 and highest score was 85. The mean was 72.19, the 
standard deviation was 5.328, and the median was 72.00. The detail 
of description Pre-test in Table 4.2 and the histogram showed in 
Figure 4.3 
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Table 4.2 The description of Pre-test 
 
Table 4.1 Histogram of Pre-Test Score 
 
 
Descriptives 
 Statistic Std. Error 
PRE TEST Mean 72,19 1,025 
95% Confidence 
Interval for Mean 
Lower 
Bound 
70,08  
Upper 
Bound 
74,29  
5% Trimmed Mean 71,94  
Median 72,00  
Variance 28,387  
Std. Deviation 5,328  
Minimum 65  
Maximum 85  
Range 20  
Interquartile Range 6  
Skewness ,536 ,448 
Kurtosis -,244 ,872 
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b. Data on the Student After Taught by Four Square Writing 
Method (Post-Test) 
The score was taken from post-test after applied treatment. 
The learning process implemented for 1 hour and 30 minutes with 
the same theme, but with different method. Researcher delivered 
material using LCD to show the students examples how to make a 
paragraph descriptive text using Four Square Writing Method. 
From the post-test obtained the score as follows: 
Table 4.3 
Students Post-Test Score 
No Name Total 
1 ARP 69 
2 ALR 91 
3 AFL 87 
4 ARN 76 
5 ANI 69 
6 CHM 82 
7 EZZ 80 
8 GNM 84 
9 HN 82 
10 IF 83 
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11 L 82 
12 PR 86 
13 MARS 86 
14 MBAC 71 
15 MTS 75 
16 N 69 
17 NN 83 
18 RAK 86 
19 SAY 86 
20 SF 86 
21 WW 87 
22 YSF 90 
23 YW 92 
24 ZAR 67 
25 ZA 75 
26 SA 83 
27 FKM 92 
 
1) Post-Test Score Before Taught by Four Square Writing 
Method 
The data presented are the result of Post-test score. It 
concluded the mean, median, standard deviation and range. The 
description of the data was described as follow: 
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Descriptive analysis of Post-test data showed that the 
lowest score was 67 and highest score was 92. The mean was 
81.44, the standard deviation was 7.506, and the median was 
83.00. The detail of description Post-test in Table 4.4 and the 
histogram showed in Figure 4.5 
Table 4.4 Description of Post-Test 
 
 
 
 
Descriptives 
 Statistic Std. Error 
POST TEST Mean 81,44 1,444 
95% 
Confidence 
Interval for 
Mean 
Lower Bound 78,48  
Upper Bound 
84,41  
5% Trimmed Mean 81,63  
Median 83,00  
Variance 56,333  
Std. Deviation 7,506  
Minimum 67  
Maximum 92  
Range 25  
Interquartile Range 11  
Skewness -,583 ,448 
Kurtosis -,717 ,872 
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Table 4.2 Histogram of Post-Test 
 
2. Pre-requisite Test 
a. Normality test 
Normality test is the normality test is used to know 
whether the data is in normality distribution or not. The sample 
is in Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z if significant Kolmogorov-
Smirnov > for level (α) 0.05 is Normal. To read Kolmogorov-
Smirnov data, as follow: 
 If significant observed > 0.05 so Normal 
 If significant observed < 0.05 so Non-Normal 
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Table 4.5 
The Summary of Normality Test in Pre-Test and Post Test Data 
Tests of Normality 
 
KELAS 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov
a
 Shapiro-Wilk 
 
Statistic df Sig. Statistic Df Sig. 
PRE 
TEST 
1 
,141 27 ,183 ,942 27 ,140 
POST 
TEST 
1 
,196 27 ,009 ,913 27 ,027 
a. Lilliefors Significance Correction 
 
In the table 4.6 can be read that significant in Pre-test is 
0.183 > 0.05 = Normal. Significant in Post-test is 0.009 > 0.05. it 
means both of data Pre-test and Post-test were Normal distribution.  
3. Hypothesis  Testing  
Hypothesis testing can be done after the result of normality 
test is fulfilled. In this research, the researcher the researcher uses 
Paired Sample Test in SPSS to know significant difference 
students’ writing before and after taught using Four Square Writing 
Method.  
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Table 4.6 
Paired Sample Test 
Paired Samples Test 
 
Paired Differences 
t df 
Sig. (2-
tailed) Mean 
Std. 
Deviation 
Std. Error 
Mean 
95% Confidence Interval 
of the Difference 
Lower Upper 
Pair 
1 
PRE 
TEST 
- 
POST 
TEST 
-9,25926 8,89941 1,71269 -12,77975 -5,73877 -5,406 26 ,000 
 
The total students are 27, degrees of freedom are (N-1), so 27-
1=26. In Ttable is degrees of freedom (df) 26 is 2.056 in significant level 
0.05. The result of T-test above -Tobserved > -Ttable. That was -5.406 > -
2.056, and also can read in p-value (sig-2tailed) < 0.05. that is 0.000 < 
0.05. so, with those can be conclude that Null Hypothesis (Ho) was 
rejected and Alternative Hypothesis (Ha) was accepted. It means that there 
was significant different on students’ writing before and after taught by 
Four Square Writing Method in teaching writing descriptive text.  
In the Table 4.7 can be read that significant value (2-tailed) 0.000 < 
0.05. It means that there was significant different in achievement of 
writing descriptive text between pre-test and post-test by using Four 
Square Writing Method.  
B. Discussion  
In the previous sub-chapter, the researcher has analyzed the data 
from the score of pre-test and post-test students’ writing descriptive text 
at the seventh grade of MTs Darul Hikmah Menganti. The analysis is to 
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know the result of the problem statement in previous chapter that 
entitled the effectiveness of Four Square Writing Method in teaching 
writing descriptive text at the seventh grade of MTs Darul Hikmah 
Menganti in academic year 2018/2019. 
The discussion of this research focuses on significant difference 
between pre-test and post-test. For the data pre-test, the highest score 
was 85 and the lowest score was 65. The mean was 72.19 and the 
median was 72.00. For the data post-test, the highest score was 92 and 
the lowest score was 67. The mean was 81.44 and the median was 
83.00. 
In this research, Four Square Writing Method is effective and has 
a significant difference score on students’ writing. It is supported by 
Gould & Gould (1999), states that Four Square Writing Method helps 
students to write because this writing method using visual kinesthetic 
tools to assists students to focus on their writing in the form of a graphic 
organizer, consisting of four outside square. That theory is related with 
the result, because after taught using Four Square Writing Method there 
is significant difference on students score in writing. Therefore, Four 
Square Writing Method is one of factor which influenced in writing.  
In this research the researcher uses SPSS to find out the result. In 
the previous chapter has showed the result of hypothesis. Based on the 
score of pre-test and post-test and measure using SPSS, the result of T-
test above -Tobserved > -Ttable. That was -5.406 > -2.056, and also can read 
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in p-value (sig-2tailed) < 0.05. that is 0.000 < 0.05. so, with those can be 
conclude that Null Hypothesis (Ho) was rejected and Alternative 
Hypothesis (Ha) was accepted. 
Based on the result, it shows that obtained Tobserved is higher than 
Ttable, the difference is statistically significant. The students’ writing in 
descriptive text at the seventh grade of MTs Darul Hikmah was better 
after using Four Square Writing Method than those before taught using 
Four Square Writing Method. 
In this research the researcher used descriptive text to find out 
the significant difference on students’ writing by using Four Square 
Writing Method. It supported by Agustiana (2017:90) Four Square 
Writing Method can be applied in every kinds of text, such as narrative, 
descriptive, and argumentative. From the theory indicate that Four 
Square Writing Method is appropriate applied in descriptive text. 
Therefore, the researcher determined descriptive as the material used at 
the seventh grade of MTs Darul Hikmah. Based on the result teach the 
students using Four Square Writing Method in descriptive text can 
increase the students’ score in writing.  
In the previous related study, Four Square Writing Method is 
effective on students’ writing because this method use graphic 
organization to make students’ writing directed and systematically. It is 
supported by Sujito (2019), the students have difficult to make a good 
paragraph. They have low vocabulary, knowledge, and use grammar. 
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Thus, teacher should have a good technique or media are used in 
teaching writing process. That theory indicated that, to make the 
students have good writing the teacher should make a something to 
make the students good in writing. It is related with this research, 
because Four Square Writing Method is a good way to teach writing on 
students and make the students interest and have good writing.  
So, it could be conclude that the implementation of using Four 
Square Writing Method in teaching writing descriptive text at the 
seventh grade of MTs Darul Hikmah Menganti was effective. It was 
proven with students’ final score after giving the treatment.   
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION, IMPLICATION, AND SUGGESTION  
 
A. Conclusion 
The objective of the study is to know the significant difference on 
students’ writing before and after taught by Four Square Writing Method. 
In order to gain the objective of the study, the researcher conducted an 
experimental research.  
After conducting the research, the researcher finds out the result. 
Furthermore, after analyzing the data, the researcher gets the result of the 
analysis. The result shows that the sig (2-tailed) score is 0.000 with the 
level significance of 0.05. it can be see that sig (2-tailed) is lower than 
0.05.  
Based on the findings the data analysis shows that Ho was rejected 
and Ha was accepted. Therefore, the hypothesis which was “there is 
significant difference on students’ writing before and after being taught by 
Four Square Writing Method in teaching writing descriptive text at the 
seventh grade of MTs Darul Hikmah Menganti in academic year 
2018/2019” was accepted.  
The conclusion of this research study was supported by three 
findings. The post-test result shows that mean score higher than pre-test. 
The mean score of post-test is 81.44 while in pre-test was 70.19. in post-
test the maximum students’ score gets 92 and the minimum score was 67. 
In the pre-test, the maximum score was 85 and the minimum was 65. It 
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means that in teaching writing, students after taught by Four Square 
Writing Method have higher score.  
The result of the research shows that Four Square Writing Method 
can give better achievement in writing. This method is interesting to teach 
especially students’ writing at the seventh grade in academic year 
2018/2019. The students were more creative, directed and systematically 
in writing.  
 
B. Implication 
Four Square Writing Method helps the students create their idea in each 
square to start writing in making descriptive text. The researcher has 
conclusion of some implication as follows:   
1. Four Square Writing Method can be applied to teach writing text for 
the seventh grade in Junior High School. 
2. Four Square Writing Method makes the students more creative, 
directed, and systematically in writing text. 
3. Four Square Writing Method makes the students can create their idea 
in each square. 
4. The result of this study can be used by the English teacher as a 
method to teach in learning process for the English teaching writing.  
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C. Suggestion  
Related to the result of this study, there is significant difference on 
students’ writing before and after being taught by Four Square Writing 
Method, the researcher would like to give suggestion as follows: 
1. For the English Teacher  
Based on the result of this research, English teacher of MTs Darul 
Hikmah Menganti are suggested to use Four Square Writing Method 
to teach English writing since it has proven that this method is 
effective in students writing achievement. Therefore, the teacher 
should be well prepared the material that will be taught to the students 
before enter to the classroom. 
2. For the students 
For the students, it is suggested to improve their writing ability 
through Four Square Writing Method. Use this method can make 
students more enjoy, interest on study and directed in writing.  
3. For other researcher  
This research is hoped to be the experience in teaching learning 
process, especially in teaching writing. The researcher also hoped this 
paper can be a little contribution to teach English writing. Other 
researcher can develop with other material which is suitable for the 
teaching learning process of English lesson.   
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LIST OF APPENDICIES 
Appendix 1 Students List Score Pre-Test and Post-Test 
Students’ Score List of Pre-Test 
No Name Total 
1 ARP 65 
2 ALR 74 
3 AFL 72 
4 ARN 69 
5 ANI 72 
6 CHM 80 
7 EZZ 79 
8 GNM 74 
9 HN 80 
10 IF 75 
11 L 72 
12 PR 69 
13 MARS 79 
14 MBAC 75 
15 MTS 69 
16 N 65 
17 NN 65 
18 RAK 66 
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19 SAY 65 
20 SF 69 
21 WW 70 
22 YSF 74 
23 YW 70 
24 ZAR 77 
25 ZA 69 
26 SA 85 
27 FKM 70 
 Total  1949 
 Mean  72.19 
 
Students’ Score List of Post-Test  
No Name Total 
1 ARP 69 
2 ALR 91 
3 AFL 87 
4 ARN 76 
5 ANI 69 
6 CHM 82 
7 EZZ 80 
8 GNM 84 
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9 HN 82 
10 IF 83 
11 L 82 
12 PR 86 
13 MARS 86 
14 MBAC 71 
15 MTS 75 
16 N 69 
17 NN 83 
18 RAK 86 
19 SAY 86 
20 SF 86 
21 WW 87 
22 YSF 90 
23 YW 92 
24 ZAR 67 
25 ZA 75 
26 SA 83 
27 FKM 92 
 Total  2199 
 Mean  81.44 
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Appendix 2 Calculated the Data 
The Data Result of Pre-Test and Post-Test 
No  Pre-Test Post-Test 
1 65 69 
2 74 91 
3 72 87 
4 69 76 
5 72 69 
6 80 82 
7 79 80 
8 74 84 
9 80 82 
10 75 83 
11 72 82 
12 69 86 
13 79 86 
14 75 71 
15 69 75 
16 65 69 
17 65 83 
18 66 86 
19 65 86 
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20 69 86 
21 70 87 
22 74 90 
23 70 92 
24 77 67 
25 69 75 
26 85 83 
27 70 92 
Total  1949 2199 
Mean  72.19 81.44 
Median  
72,0000 83,00 
Variance  
28,387 56,333 
SD 
5,32799 7,506 
Max 85 92 
Min 65 67 
 
Case Processing Summary 
 
Cases 
Valid Missing Total 
N Percent N Percent N Percent 
PRE TEST 27 100,0% 0 0,0% 27 100,0% 
POST TEST 27 100,0% 0 0,0% 27 100,0% 
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Descriptives 
 Statistic Std. Error 
PRE TEST Mean 72,1852 1,02537 
95% Confidence Interval for 
Mean 
Lower Bound 70,0775  
Upper Bound 74,2929  
5% Trimmed Mean 71,9444  
Median 72,0000  
Variance 28,387  
Std. Deviation 5,32799  
Minimum 65,00  
Maximum 85,00  
Range 20,00  
Interquartile Range 6,00  
Skewness ,536 ,448 
Kurtosis -,244 ,872 
POST TEST Mean 81,4444 1,44444 
95% Confidence Interval for 
Mean 
Lower Bound 78,4753  
Upper Bound 84,4135  
5% Trimmed Mean 81,6317  
Median 83,0000  
Variance 56,333  
Std. Deviation 7,50555  
Minimum 67,00  
Maximum 92,00  
Range 25,00  
Interquartile Range 11,00  
Skewness -,583 ,448 
Kurtosis -,717 ,872 
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2. Normality Test of Pre-Test and Post Test  
Tests of Normality 
 
KELAS 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov
a
 Shapiro-Wilk 
 
Statistic df Sig. Statistic Df Sig. 
PRE 
TEST 
1 
,141 27 ,183 ,942 27 ,140 
POST 
TEST 
1 
,196 27 ,009 ,913 27 ,027 
a. Lilliefors Significance Correction 
 
3. T-Test  
 
GET 
  FILE='E:\FILE LIA\SKRIPSI\SPSS LIA\NORMALITASDATA.spv.sav'. 
DATASET NAME DataSet1 WINDOW=FRONT. 
NEW FILE. 
DATASET NAME DataSet2 WINDOW=FRONT. 
T-TEST PAIRS=PRE WITH POST (PAIRED) 
  /CRITERIA=CI(.9500) 
  /MISSING=ANALYSIS. 
 
 
T-Test 
 
 
[DataSet2]  
 
 
Paired Samples Statistics 
 Mean N Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 
Pair 1 PRE 72.1852 27 5.32799 1.02537 
POST 81.4444 27 7.50555 1.44444 
 
 
Paired Samples Correlations 
 N Correlation Sig. 
Pair 1 PRE & POST 27 .069 .732 
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Paired Samples Test 
 
Paired Differences 
t df 
Sig. (2-
tailed) Mean 
Std. 
Deviatio
n 
Std. Error 
Mean 
95% Confidence 
Interval of the 
Difference 
Lower Upper 
Pair 
1 
PRE 
- 
POS
T 
-9.25926 8.89941 1.71269 -12.77975 
-
5.73877 
-5.406 26 .000 
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Appendix 3 Syllabus
74 
 
75 
 
 
76 
 
 
77 
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Appendix 4 Lesson Plan  
RENCANA PELAKSANAAN PEMBELAJARAN 
(RPP) 
 
Satuan Pendidikan :  MTs Darul Hikmah Menganti 
Mata Pelajaran :  Bahasa Inggris 
Kelas /Semester :  VII/ 1 
Materi Pokok : Teks descriptive lisan dan tulis, sederhana, tentang orang, tempat 
wisata, dan bangunan bersejarah 
Alokasi Waktu :  2 x 40 Menit 
 
A. Kompetensi Inti 
KI 1: Menghargai dan menghayati ajaran agama yang dianutnya  
KI 2: Menghargai dan menghayati perilaku jujur, disiplin, tanggungjawab, 
peduli (toleransi, gotong royong), santun, percaya diri, dalam berinteraksi 
secara efektif dengan lingkungan sosial dan alam dalam jangkauan 
pergaulan dan keberadaannya. 
KI 3: Memahami pengetahuan (faktual, konseptual, dan prosedural) berdasarkan 
rasa ingin tahunya tentang ilmu pengetahuan, teknologi, seni, budaya 
terkait fenomena dan kejadian tampak mata. 
KI 4: Mencoba, mengolah, dan menyaji dalam ranah konkret (menggunakan, 
mengurai, merangkai, memodifikasi, dan membuat) dan ranah abstrak 
(menulis, membaca, menghitung, menggambar, dan mengarang) sesuai 
dengan yang dipelajari di sekolah dan sumber lain yang sama dalam sudut 
pandang/teori. 
B. Kompetesi Dasar dan Indikator Pencapaian  
No  Kompetensi Dasar  Indikator Pencapaian  
1.  
3.1 Memahami fungsi sosial, 
struktur teks, dan unsur kebahasaan 
3.1.1 Memahami fungsi sosial, 
struktur teks, dan unsur 
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dari teks deskriptif dengan 
menyatakan dan menanyakan 
tentang deskripsi orang, binatang, 
dan benda, sangat pendek dan 
sederhana, sesuai dengan konteks 
penggunaannya. 
 
kebahasaan dari teks deskriptif 
dengan menyatakan dan 
menanyakan tentang deskripsi 
orang, binatang, dan benda, 
sangat pendek dan sederhana, 
sesuai dengan konteks 
penggunaannya. 
 
2.  4.12 Menangkap makna dalam teks 
deskriptif lisan dan tulis, sangat 
pendek dan sederhana.  
4.12.1 Menangkap makna dalam 
teks deskriptif tulis, sangat 
pendek dan sederhana. 
3.  
4.13 Menyusun teks deskriptif lisan 
dan tulis, sangat pendek dan 
sederhana, tentang orang, binatang, 
dan benda, dengan memperhatikan 
fungsi sosial, struktur teks, dan 
unsur kebahasaan, secara benar dan 
sesuai konteks. 
 
4.13.1 Menyusun teks deskriptif 
tulis, sangat pendek dan 
sederhana, tentang orang, 
binatang, dan benda, dengan 
memperhatikan fungsi sosial, 
struktur teks, dan unsur 
kebahasaan, secara benar dan 
sesuai konteks 
 
C. Materi Pembelajaran 
Teks lisan dan tulis untuk  menyatakan dan menanyakan nama dan 
jumlah binatang, benda, dan bangunan publik yang dekat dengan kehidupan 
siswa sehari-hari. 
D. Metode Pembelajaran 
Four Square Writing Method 
E. Media, Alat, dan Sumber Pembelajaran 
i. Media dan Alat 
LCD, Kertas warna, papan tulis, spidol.  Four Square Organization 
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ii. Sumber Pembelajaran 
Zaida, Nur.2015.Bright an English Course for SMP/MTs Grade 
VII.Jakarta:Erlangga. 
F. Langkah-langkah Kegiatan Pembelajaran 
Pertemuan Kesatu 
Fase  Kegiatan Pembelajaran  Waktu  
Pendahuluan  a.  Siswa merespon salam dan sapaan dari peneliti  
b.  Siswa membaca “basmallah” sebelum memulai  
kegiatan dan memberikan absent  
c.  Siswa merespon pertanyaan peneliti tentang materi  
yang diajarkan mengenai descriptive teks  
10’  
Kegiatan Inti  a.  Observing  15’  
  
  
  
  
  
  
15’  
  
•   Peneliti memberi rangsangan kepada siswa  
dengan bertanya tentang descriptive text dan  
meminta salah satu dari mereka untuk  
menjelaskan  
•   Siswa yang lain memperhatikan penjelasan yang  
disampaikan oleh temannya  
•   Peneliti membimbing siswa untuk menganalisis  
fungsi social, structure teks, dan unsur  
kebahsaan dalam sebuah teks descriptive  
b.  Questioning  
•   Peneliti merangsang siswa untuk menanyakan  
struktur teks, dan unsur kebahasaan  
•   Peneliti merangsang siswa agar bertanya tentang  
perbedaan teks descriptive dengan teks laiinya.  
c.   Exploringg  
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•   Siswa membaca teks descriptive yang diberikan  
oleh peneliti  
  
15’  
 
 Siswa berlatih menganalisis fungsi social, 
struktur text dan unsure kebahasaan dalam teks 
descriptive.  
 Siswa mengamati struktur text descriptive 
dalam contoh yang diberikan peneliti pada layar 
LCD  
Penutup  a. Peneliti membimbing siswa dalam menyimpul 
materi yang telah diajarkan  
 
’ 
b. Siswa melakukan refleksi terhadap kegiatan yang 
sudah dilakukan 
c. Siswa membaca “hamdalah” menjawab salam 
penutup dari peneliti 
 
Pertemuan Kedua 
Fase  Kegiatan Pembelajaran  Waktu  
Pendahuluan  a. Siswa merespon salam dan sapaan dari peneliti  
b .  Siswa membaca “basmallah” sebelum memulai 
kegiatan dan memberikan absent  
c .  s i s w a  m e r e s p o n  p e r t a n y a a n  p e n e l i t i  
t e n t a n g  m a t e r i  y a n g  d i a j a r k a n  
m e n g e n a i  d e s c r i p t i v e  t e k s   
10’  
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 a. Questioning  
 Peneliti merangsang siswa untuk menanyakan 
struktur teks, dan unsur kebahasaan  
• Peneliti merangsang siswa agar bertanya tentang 
perbedaan teks descriptive dengan teks laiinya. 
15’  
b. Exploring  
•   Siswa membuat teks descriptive tentang sahabat 
atau guru favorite di sekolah dengan 
menggunakan graphic organizer four square   
 
 
15’ 
c. Associating  
 Siswa menganalisis fungsi social, structure teks 
dan unsur kebahasaannya dalam teks descriptive 
yang telah mereka buat  
 Siswa mencari kosa kata yang belum mereka 
pahami  
 
15’  
Penutup   Peneliti membimbing siswa dalam menyimpulkan 
materi yang telah diajarkan  
 Siswa melakukan refleksi terhadap kegiatan yang 
sudah dilakukan  
 Siswa membaca “hamdallah” menjawab salam 
penutup dari peneliti 
5’  
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Pertemuan Ketiga  
Fase  Kegiatan Pembelajaran  Waktu  
Pendahuluan  a.  Siswa merespon salam dan sapaan dari peneliti  
b. Siswa membaca “basmallah” sebelum memulai 
kegiatan dan memberikan absent  
c.  Siswa merespon pertanyaan peneliti tentang materi yang 
diajarkan mengenai descriptive teks  
10’  
Kegiatan Inti  
a.  Exploring  
 Siswa membuat kelompok yang terdiri dari 2 orang  
15’ 
 
b.  Associating  
 Siswa berkelompok mencoba berdiskusi dan 
membuat teks tentang apa tentang orang, 
binatang, dan benda.  
 Siswa berkelompok menganalisis fungsi social dan 
unsure kebahasaan dalam teks descriptive yang 
telah diberikan oleh peneliti.  
15’  
Penutup  
a. Peneliti membimbing siswa dalam menyimpulkan 
materi yang telah disimpulkan  
b. Siswa melakukan refleksi terhadap kegiatan yang 
sudah dilakukan. 
c. Siswa membaca “hamdalah” menjawab salam 
penutup dari peneliti.  
5’  
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Pertemuan Keempat  
Fase  Kegiatan Pembelajaran  Waktu  
Pendahuluan  a.  Siswa merespon salam dan sapaan dari peneliti  
b. Siswa membaca “basmallah” sebelum memulai  
kegiatan dan memberikan absent  
c.  Siswa merespon pertanyaan peneliti tentang materi yang 
diajarkan mengenai descriptive teks 
10’  
Kegiatan Inti  
a.  Exploring  
•   Peneliti memberikan hasil graphic organization  
four square yang mereka buat secara  
berkelompok  
 
15’  
 
b.  Associating  
•   Peneliti meminta menukarkan hasil descriptive  
graphic organization four square dengan kelompok 
lainnya 
15’  
 
c.  Communicating  
•  Siswa membandingkan dan menyimpulkan perbedaan 
yang mereka descripsikan walaupun dengan tema yang 
sama 
15’  
Penutup a.  Siswa Bersama Peneliti menyimpulkan  
pembelajaran dan mereview keuntungan  
menggunakan graphic organization  
b. Siswa melakukan refleksi terhadap kegiatan yang  
sudah dilakukan  
5’  
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c.  Siswa membaca “hamdallah” menjawab salam 
penutup dari peneliti 
 
G. Evaluasi  
NO  : 
CLASS : 
Choose one of these topics, draw a rectangle and describe your theme about 
animal, family, public place, etc. 
 
 
 
 
 
  Description: 
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Appendix 5 The Instrument of Writing Test 
PRE-TEST 
NAME : 
NO  : 
CLASS : 
Please choose one of these topic bellow and describe it! 
a) Your best friend 
b) Your favorite teacher 
c) Place 
d) Pets 
e) Hobby  
 
POST-TEST  
NAME : 
NO  : 
CLASS : 
Choose one of these topics, draw a rectangle and describe your theme about 
animal, family, public place, etc. 
  
Description: 
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Appendix 6 Example of Students Answer in Pre-Test 
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Appendix 7 Example of Students Answer in Post-Test 
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Appendix 8 Ttable Distribution  
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Appendix 9 The Photograph of Students Activity 
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Appendix 10  The Permission Letters  
 
 
